DELICIOUS DISHES AT IRRESISTIBLE PRICES
The ever-expanding Chefs’ Selections range is a
collection of 400 fridge, freezer and store cupboard
staples to help you create delicious dishes and
tempting menus every day.
We’ve created Chefs’ Selections because we
believe affordability and practicality go hand in
hand with flavour, quality and customer appeal.
So we’ve hand-picked a range of over 400 fridge,
freezer and store cupboard staples, all from BRC
accredited suppliers.

All products in the range are benchmarked against
leading brands and our thorough quality control
ensures consistency across the range.
Whether you’re aiming for an award-winning extra
virgin olive oil, frozen prawns, showstopping cakes
or even cleaning products, choose
Chefs’ Selections and you can
be confident of consistently
high quality and great value
for money. Just add your skill
and creativity.

MOUTH-WATERING
FLAVOURS, NOT
EYE-WATERING
PRICES

G R O C E RY

C H ILL E D & FROZE N

CLE ANING & HYGIE N E

A quality range consisting of
professional kitchen essentials.
Whether it is tinned tomatoes that
have been grown in the warm
Italian sun, a variety of sauce
sachets, pasta, herbs & spices or
fruit fillings that are bursting with
flavour, stock up on your store
cupboard staples.

A big range of chilled and frozen
products that caterers can rely on
for consistent quality and great
value for money. All the essentials
are covered from cheese and
buttery spreads, to burgers
and chips, and vegetables. This
range also has an extensive
range of desserts that includes
showstopping cakes, traditional
gateaux’s, cheesecakes and hot
sponge puddings.

Consisting of over 50 cleaning
products, cloths, mops, mop
buckets and paper-ware. This is
the caterers go to range when it
is time to clean-up the kitchen,
keep front of house gleaming or
make your washrooms fresh and
sparkling.

For more information on the range, speak to your sales rep or visit Chefs’ Selections.

